
Bannockburn Global Forex expands to Latin
America and visits Panama
Bannockburn is a leading provider of
foreign currency transactions and
hedging services, which now local
companies in Panama can benefit from.

PANAMA CITY, REPUBLIC OF
PANAMA, September 1, 2015
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Bannockburn
Global Forex is a boutique capital
markets trading firm specializing in
currency advisory and payment services.
The firm has a business model that is
purely client oriented. Its principal focus
is on combining its 125 years of
experience in financial markets with
highly cost efficient currency transactions

to provide expert level consulting and foreign exchange payment services to its valued clients.  

With their highly customer oriented focus, Bannockburn aims to provide consulting in doing business
in over 90 currency pairs used worldwide. One major benefit it brings to the local business scenario is

The company's services will
prove very useful to local
companies in Panama who
regularly deal in foreign
exchange and have to handle
payables/receivables in
foreign exchange or other
hedging products.

Mr. Remy Swaab

the ability to provide a complete forensic study on the cost
effectiveness of current and past foreign exchange
transactions a company has performed. Thus, it can also help
local companies determine if they are getting the best
possible exchange rates that are available on the market. 

The team at Bannockburn Global Forex has worked diligently
to gain the trust of many clients internationally and aims to
become the trusted foreign exchange partner in new regions.
This visit is part of that commitment to the Latin American
Region.

World Trade Center Panama has a reputation for hosting

some of the most prestigious businesses in the past, and with the first official business visit from
Bannockburn Global Forex to Panama, WTC Panama will continue this tradition. 
“The company's services will prove very useful to local companies in Panama who regularly deal in
foreign exchange and have to handle payables, receivables in foreign exchange or other hedging
products. In addition to the secure and cost effective foreign exchange transaction it provides,
acquiring its services does not require change to the current banking account structure that a
company already has in place” explains Executive Director of WTC Panama, Mr. Remy Swaab. 

WTC Panama as a proud member of the World Trade Centers Association, a non-profit organization,
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can help develop the local economy by bringing in such companies that will benefit local businesses
who deal in foreign exchange. “At World Trade Center Panama we believe that this opportunity will
contribute to Panama's business competitivity” according to Mr. Swaab. 
For more information, questions or to organize a personal meeting with Bannockburn in Panama,
please contact WTC Panama: communication@wtcpanama.org.
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